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A recent experiment by Haber and Hershenson (1965) had
shown that in a recognition task one long look at a stimulus
was always superior to two or more shorter looks summing to
the same total presentation time. In order to explore this
more fully and to account for opposite results in a different
type of recognition task, as weII as in a serial learning task,
an improved replication of the earlier study was carried out
using very short durations and single letters as stimuli. The
same non-reciprocity was found, again strongly favoring dura
tion over repetition as a determinant of clarity of a percept,
even though repetition alone was also shown to be a signifi
cant independent variable. As a subsidiary finding, an error
analysis showed that when a letter was misnamed it was
nearly always confused with one that looked like it rather
than one that sounded like it. Some discussion was offered
as to the role of an auditory information storage in low mem
ory load tasks such as this one, as well as some general
implications for information processing analyses of the non
reciprocity of duration and repetition.

Research on temporal integration (e.g., Boynton,
1961) has suggested that within the integration period,
it does not matter how presentations are distributed
in time. Thus, two 10-msec. flashes are equivalent
to one 20-msec. flash, and further, the separation
between the two 10-msec. flashes is irrelevant as long
as the total time from onset of the first to offset of
the second does not exceed the integration constant.
The value of the integration constant depends, of
course, upon the relative luminances of the target
and adaptation fields, as well as on the task of the
perceiver (absolute threshold, judgment, discrimina
tion of successiveness, brightness matching), but gen
erally the upper limit is around 100 msec, Within this
time then it is possible to chop up the total energy
package and redistribute it helter-skelter in time
without affecting the perceiver's responses to it.

A similar kind of investigation can be pursued about
a seemingly unrelated problem. Assume an energy
package of fixed luminance, and of a duration of 50
msec., for example. Is the perceiver equally as effi
cient in recognizing the content of the stimulus in one
presentation of 50 msec., as in two well separated
(e.g., one-to-ten sec. apart) presentations of 25 msec.,
as in four presentations of 12-1/2 msec., etc.? Since
these interstimulus intervals are several orders of
magnitude larger than the integration constant, the
answer would seem to be "no."

However, some recent data showing the effect of
repetition on word and letter recognition suggest that
perhaps the "no" may be too hasty. A series of studies

by Haber and Hershenson (1965), Hershenson and Haber
(1965), Haber (1965), Haber and Hillman (1966) and
Hershenson (1965), have shown that if words or letters
are presented for from one to 25 times, with no change
in duration or luminance, the clarity of the letters
increases dramatically as a function of the number
of repetitions. Thus, holding energy constant, the
clarity of the letters of the stimulus increases with
repetitions alone, even when the repetitions are spaced
as much as 10 sec. apart. This effect is found with
frequent English words, with Turkish words, with rare
English words, with rare and frequent English words
for which the subject is clearly shown each word
just prior to its first presentation, with single English
letters, and with three and four letter nonsense words.
Further, in each case, the rate of increase in clarity
of the letters of the stimuli follows the same mathe
matical function, indicating that the effect of repetition
is independent of the structure and meaning of the
stimulus. (See Haber, 1966a, for a summary of the
earlier of these studies, and Haber, 1966b, for a more
detailed discusston.)

The relevance of these studies comes from the fact
that repetition will increase the clarity of an item
of the stimulus without changes in the intensity, dura
tion, or other stimulus characteristics. Therefore,
one can ask whether a reciprocity exists between
these energy variables and repetition. Will the per
ceiver perform as well with one flash of 50 msec,
as he will with two of 25 msec.? A 50 msec, flash
will lead to better performance than a 25 msec. one,
and also two flashes will lead to better performance
than one flash. What is the relationship between these
two independent variables?

In their first experiment, Haber and Hershenson
(1965) presented some data to suggest that duration
is always a more powerful variable than repetition.
For every combination tested, one long flash always
resulted in greater clarity than two or more shorter
flashes summing to the same total time. They pre
sented this evidence somewhat tentatively because their
variation in duration was quite coarse. Thus, they
might have found two flashes at 10 msec, to be poorer
than one at 20 msec. because the increase of 10 msec.
was large enough to overwhelm the changes produced
by adding an additional repetition. With this possi
bility in mind, the reciprocity issue was dropped.

Gilinsky (1964) reported some data drawing the
opposite conclusions from a different kind of experi
ment. Using a modified method of limits, she pre
sented rows of digits to be recognized, and found, as
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had the experiments just cited, that holding duration
constant, Ss were more accurate the more repetitions
they had. However, when she varied duration and repe
tition together, in order to plot reciprocity curves,
she found that accuracy was more a function of repe
tition than of duration. Thus, it was easier to cor
rectly recognize the items in the display from two
flashes of 25 msec, than from one flash of 50 msec.
This was true for each of the array sizes she used.

The most likely explanation for this discrepancy
in results concerns Gilinsky's use of the method of
limits, which permitted the perceiver as many flashes
as he needed to achieve a correct response, since
he could choose to report or not on each flash. In the
Haber and Hershenson study and, in fact, in all of the
others as well, the number of flashes was determined
beforehand, so that the S's performance could not
change or affect it. In this way, the S had to report
all that he knew on each flash, since he could not
assume that he could have another opportunity. Gilin
sky's use of the method of limits, as does everyone
else's, confounds the effect of repetition with the per
ceiver's confidence in his report and his expectations
about how many flashes he will have. The likely direc
tion of the confounding here would be to exaggerate
the variance due to repetition, which is consistent
with what Gilinsky found.

There seems to be no other directly relevant evi
dence on this question. Several studies have given an
S either one or two presentations of a stimulus and
then asked him to describe, identify, recognize or
detect it (e.g., Eriksen & Hoffman, 1963; Pylyshyn,
1965; Smith & Carey, 1966). While each of these finds
the multi-presentation superior, supporting the repe
tition effects reported earlier, only the design of
Smith and Carey (1966) permits a reciprocity analysis
between repetition and some energy parameter of the
stimulus, and their interpresentation interval was so
brief it might have been within an integration constant.

There is also some literature in serial learning
that is of indirect relevance. For example, Mayzner
and Schoenberg (1965) have shown that the presenta
tion time for each item to be learned is reciprocally
related to the number of times it is presented. Thus,
four repetitions of a list at 1 sec. per item yields
an equivalent learning performance as one repetition
at 4 sec. per item. This is mentioned because the
reciprocity between duration and repetition is simi
lar to that under discussion. However, the task for the
S is quite different (memorization under high memory
load versus recognition under low memory load).
The mechanisms must also be quite different-the
former probably indicating that time available for
rehearsal is the relevant process, while some other
as yet unknown process underlies the repetition effect
in recognition.

One common thread running through all of this
research is relevant to considerations of information
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processing. The question can be asked: What is the
relationship between the energy (intensity and dura
tion) needed for adequate registration of stimulation,
and the processes that then occur which are designed
to solve the problem of what the stimulus was, or to
make decisions based on its identity, or to commit
it to memory? (See Haber, 1967, for a detailed dis
cussion of this problem). In this context, does ex
tending the time the stimulus is presented enable
the perceiver to perform these post-registration tasks
more effectively, as compared to giving him a second
independent opportunity to do it? Some theorists have
argued (e.g., Sperling, 1960) that the adequacy of the
short term visual storage set up by a stimulus is
independent (within broad limits) of the presentation
duration of the stimulus. If this is the case, then
having two or more separate opportunities to process
that short term visual storage should produce greater
accuracy on the criterion tasks than only one oppor
tunity, assuming that the short term visual store is
equally adequate in each case. This assumption may
be a difficult one to accept, even granting Sperling's
data (1960). It needs to be tested much more exten
sively.

With all of these issues somehow in mind, another
look was taken at this problem for a recognition
task. To repair the major difficulty in the Haber
and Hershenson study, a much shorter duration value
was used so the changes in duration would be quite
small in relation to repetition changes. Rather than
increase luminance levels, the stimulus was simpli
fied, so that instead of using seven letter words, as
in the earlier study, in this experiment single letters
were used, being much simpler and also falling com
pletely within the fovea. Pretesting showed that Ss
can easily see a single letter at 5 to 10 msec, with
one flash, and could see one at 2 to 4 msec, if given
several flashes. Other than this change, the procedure
was basically drawn from the Haber and Hershenson
experiment.

METHOD
Subjects

Three adults with normal corrected vision who had
at least 4 hr. of practice under experimental conditions
served as Ss ,

Apparatus ahd stimulus materials.
Stimuli were single letters of the alphabet, individu

ally drawn in black ink on white 4 x 5 cards using a
LeRoy lettering stencil No. 3240-200CL and pen No.
3233. Each letter was 3/16 in. high-subtending 20 min.
of visual arc vertically-and varied from 1/32 in. to
3/16 in. in width. Contrast ratio was 98%. Twenty
five of the 26 letters of the alphabet were used; "Q"
being eliminated. Stimuli were presented in the stim
ulus channel of a two channel mirror tachistoscope
(Scientific Prototype Type 800 F). The second channel
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served as background and contained two horizontal
parallel fixation lines which were spaced 1/8 in. above
and below the stimulus. The background channel re
mained lighted except when a stimulus was being
presented in the first channel. Each channel was set
at the beginning of each session to a luminance of
20 ft.-L, measured with a Gamma Scientific photo
meter (Model 700M). (For the first several sessions,
values of 10, 15, and 25 ft.-L were sometimes used
because of equipment problems; however, the lum
inances in each channel were always equal. There
was no apparent effect of this procedural variation
in the data.) Following each experimental session,
luminance readings were again taken to insure that
both channels had remained at a constant luminance.

Procedure
Each S was run for 15 daily 1-hr. sessions, after

at least 4 hr. previous training on the experimental
task (S JD had 12 hr. of pilot experience). Each daily
session consisted of four duration (D) by repetition
(N) conditions such that D x N=k for each condition.
There were 15 stimuli per condition or 60 stimuli
per daily session. The number of trials (N) for
the four conditions was always 3, 4, 5, and 6; with
accompanying values of duration varying each day
as a function of daily threshold. (Threshold estimlf"
tion procedures are described below.) Stimulus letters
were randomized across sessions such that each
letter appeared an equal number of times at each
(D x N) condition. The sequence of appearance of
conditions within each session was likewise random
ized. Each S. therefore, saw 225 stimuli per con
dition across the 15 sessions, so that the (reduced)
alphabet was randomly repeated five times.

The S presented the stimulus to himself by use of
a push button upon command of E. During a typical
sequence, S would press to see the stimulus, report
what letter he saw, if any, and immediately be in
structed again to press the button. Alternate pressing
and reporting continued until 8,9, or 10 trials occurred;
E then informed S of the identity of the stimulus,
and changed the stimulus card. Interflash intervals
ranged from 1 to 1.5 sec. Decks of stimulus cards
were arranged beforehand and inserted into the ap
paratus, and were removed individually after each
was viewed by S. The E was, therefore, ignorant of
the identity of the stimulus until after S had finished
viewing it. It is to be noted that, although S saw each
stimulus 8 to 10 times, only the Nth trial, correspond
ing to one of the four D x N conditions was scored.
Thus, if, for example, a given stimulus is assigned
to a condition of 3 msec. x 6 trials, S may actually
be presented the letter for 10 trials at 3 msec. each,
but only the sixth trial is scored. (This variation
was included to attempt to eliminate an end point
effect discussed by Haber and Hillman, 1966, and
Hershenson, 1965 in which Ss showed an unexplained
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but distinct tendency to be less correct on the last
trial.)

The Ss were explicitly instructed not to guess, but
to report exactly what they saw. A problem solving
set was discouraged. The S was further informed
that he could not predict either the next letter or the
number of trials he would get. Needless to say, S
was given no idea that only certain trials were being
scored.

The procedure used in obtaining four stimulus
duration values required estimation of the daily thresh
old for each S. To do this, it was decided that one
of the four durations would be above threshold, one
at threshold, and two below. To estimate the threshold
at the beginning of each session, 27 stimuli were shown
to S under the same presentation conditions as de
scribed earlier, except that he received 6, 7, or 8
trials per stimulus, and for these determinations, only
the fourth trial was scored. A modified staircase
method was used in which a correct response on the
fourth trial for a particular letter produced a decrease
of 0.5 msec. in the exposure duration for the next
stimulus; an incorrect response on trial four led to
an 0.5 msec. increase for the next stimulus. This
was continued for 27 stimuli. Then S had a rest period
while E prepared a plot of frequency correct vs.
duration, and determined the 50% correct point as
the threshold (T) to the nearest .01 msec, Since T
was based on trial four, T became the duration value
for the condition in which N=4 for that day. For
example, if Twas 3.00 msec. for four flashes, then
the total exposure time over the four trials is 12
msec, Thus, the exposure duration of each of the
flashes. when five flashes are given, is given by
12/5 = 2.5 msec., and similarly for the three flash
and six flash conditions. In this way for all D x N
conditions, the total time the stimulus is on view
is held at a constant. That constant varied slightly
from day to day as a function of threshold variations.

RESULTS
Examination of the daily thresholds for each S

gave no indication of any systematic trend across
sessions; variability within and between Ss was low.
The mean threshold for each S was 2.91, 3.14, and 3.33
msec, respectively, with standard deviations across
sessions of .31, .46, and .42 respectively. While the
mean threshold values are indicated on the graphs,
actual data points are based on a simple combination
of percent of number correct per condition for each
day across days.

Figure 1 indicates for each S. the number of stim
uli correctly reported on the Nth trial of each of the
four D x N conditions. These results may be com
pared with hypothetical functions indicating three pos
sible extreme outcomes: effect of duration only,
repetition only, or reciprocity. There is little question
that duration effects are clearly superior to repetition
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processing sequence at that point in time. Accordingly,
responses on trial N were categorized as to whether
the letter was correctly reported, some other letter
was reported (an error), or nothing was reported.
Percentages of these categories are plotted in Fig. 3
as a function of experimental condition. An interest
ing result is that while the percent of correct re
sponses and the percent of nothing seen responses
are mirror images of each other, the rate of error
stays fairly constant, although at different levels
for each S. To examine this further, a more molecu
lar analysis of the errors was made by considering
just those Nth trial responses shown in Fig. 3 on
which responses were incorrect. A classification of
type of error was established as: visual confusion
(e.g., D confused with L); auditory confusion (e.g.,
B with V); visual and/or auditory confusfon te.g.j B with
D); or as an unclassifiable confusion (e.g., X with 0).
A criterion for making the classification was pro
vided by preparation of a confusion matrix, in which
each of the 25 letters was paired with every other
one. Three judges indicated into which of the four
classifications each of the pairs (N = 300) fell. The
reliability of the judges' decision was indicated by
their having fewer than 15% initial disagreements,
each of which were easily resolved by discussion.
The matrix was then used for scoring the error
responses. Generation of the confusion matrix indi
cated that the a priori probabilities of the four types
of errors within the matrix given one repetition of
the 25-letter alphabet were: Pv= .32; Pa= .07; Pb= .08;
and Pu= .53 respectively. These values were then
used to correct raw percentages of each type of error
using Bayes Theorem. For example, consider one S
(MP) at condition (3 x 4.19). According to Fig. 3,
19% or 42 of the 225 responses in that condition were
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Fig. 1. Number of correct responses on the Nth trial for four
experimental conditions. where D x N = k for each condition. Re
sults for three Ss can be compared with hypothetical functions
illustrating extreme cases of possible alternative ettects.

effects, and the postulation of a reciprocity relation
ship is untenable. The lack of change between trials
5 and 6 for S8 Me and MP is almost certainly a lower
limit on performance rather than a reciprocity.

Figure 2 indicates an attempt to examine the data
in a manner comparable to that of Haber and
Hershenson (1965) and Haber and Hillman (1966),
so that growth of a percept as a function of duration
alone can be seen. In this analysis, percent correct
for each trial, for trials 1-9, was plotted for each
experimental condition. Trial 10, having many fewer
points than the others, was eliminated. (The value
for N in the parameter is, of course, irrelevant here
and serves only for identification.) It can be seen
that, at least for the two longest durations, percent
correct increases over trials. Thus, growth as a
function of repetition alone, with duration held constant,
can be inferred. The portion of the threshold curve
condition (4 x T)-over trials 1-5 can be considered
a direct replication of Haber and Hillman (1966)
since that was the only condition they ran, and these
partial curves do, in fact, superimpose themselves
well within the limits of the Haber and Hillman curves.

Returning to the cases in which only the Nth trial
is scored, an attempt was made to provide a Con
verging operation on the state of the information-
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Fig. 3. Per cent of responses that were cor
rect (e); in error (E); or nothing seen (0), for
three Ss on the Nth trial, for four experimental
conditions.
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of a short term visual storage. Since the present
experiment was obviously not designed to explore
these questions beyond the intimations given, further
badly needed research will have to settle this issue.

The error analysis (Fig. 3) shows that the rate of
making errors (as compared to the rate of making
correct responses or of saying nothing was seen) was
fairly independent of duration and repetition. On the
assumption that the error of misnaming a letter is
analogous to a false alarm rate, this shows that the
false alarm rate is somewhat invariantover repetitions,
a finding supporting the argument that the gain in
clarity with repetition is not due to S lowering his
criterion and being more willing to guess. This has
also been shown by Haber and Meiselman (1967) more
directly.

Fig. 4. Proportion of error by type of error corrected for a priori

probability of making a given type of error, for each of three ss,
over four experimental conditions. Error types are verbal (V),
auditory (A), both verbal or auditory (B), and unclassified (V).

DISCUSSION
The lack of a reciprocity effect supports the earlier

Haber and Hershenson (1965) study. The magnitude
of the duration change seems to be unimportant, for
even when duration is changed by less than 1 msec.,
changing repetition cannot counteract this effect on
performance. Thus, even though quite high levels of
performance can be attained in an absolute sense by
increasing repetitions, giving S a longer look is
always better than giving him several shorter looks.

The discrepancy between this and the Gilinsky study
still remains, reinforced somewhat by this replica
tion. With respect to the implications regarding
Sperling's model. either the assumption that the dura
tion of 3 msec, creates an equivalent short term visual
storage as one of 4 msec, is wrong, or it is necessary
to postulate that a longer stimulation facilitates recog
nition processes over and above an increased adequacy

errors. Of these 42 errors, 32 were of the visual
type. However, since the a priori probability of making
a visual error is .32, the number of expected visual
errors for any condition is (.32 x 225) or 73. The pro
portion of observed-to-expected visual errors for
this condition is 32/73 or .44. Similar observed-to
expected proportions for A, B, and U type errors
are .06, .33, and .02. These four proportions are
summed to .86, and the corrected probability of a
visual error is .44/.86 or .51.

Figure 4 indicates these corrected probabilities
of making a given type of error for each S in each
condition. While the profiles of the individual Ss are
not perfectly consistent, it is clear that pure auditory
errors and unclassified errors are rare for all Ss
in all conditions, and that visual errors and errors
that cannot, in this experiment, be differentiated be
tween visual and auditory confusions, predominate.
Since Kaplan, Yonas, and Shurcliff (1966) found in a
related task that visual confusions accounted for the
errors in this mixed category, it seems virtually
certain that visual confusions underlie nearly all oi
the errors made in this task.
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Equally as important, the error content analysis
(Fig. 4) suggests that when S misnames a letter he
does so primarily by confusing it with one that looks
like it rather than with one that sounds like it. On
the surface this appears to be at variance with pre
dictions from models holding that visual information
is auditorily encoded and maintained by an active
rehearsal in an auditory information storage. (This
refers to the models primarily of Sperling, 1963,
and 1966; although the same principles are found
in the models of Broadbent, 1958; and Melton, 1963.)
However, these theorists are referring to situations
in which the memory load is high, so that the perceiver
would necessarily have to rehearse to maintain the
information in memory until such time as he has to
recall or recognize it. In this experiment, while S
does have to make an oral report, he has only to
maintain one letter in memory, and it seems quite
unlikely that he would forget it or have it suffer
interference during rehearsal from acoustically simi
lar items. Thus, it is not surprising that auditorily
confusable letters do not show up in error reports.
If an error was made, it was because the letter
was not seen clearly or completely.

A failure to manipulate memory load or to take
it into account when predicting either auditory or
visual errors is to miss the crux of the purpose of
an auditory information storage and rehearsal process.
Kaplan, Yonas, and Shurcliff (1966) attacked models
stressing auditory information storages because they
found visual errors in a task with low memory loads.
However, it seems that, as in this experiment, only
visual errors should be found when memory loads are
low. Admittedly, much more work is needed on the
relative properties of a short term visual storage
and an auditory information storage in order to avoid
these kinds of theoretical confusions.

Finally, it should be noted that effect of repetition
when duration is held constant is quite similar to that
found in the Haber and Hillman (1966) data. In that
study, only a duration at threshold was used, which
corresponds to the four-trial condition of this experi
ment. In the Haber and Hershenson (1965) experiment,
little effect of repetition was found for seven-letter
words if the duration is set well below threshold. The
same seems to be true for single letters. However,
setting the duration even slightly above threshold
(around 1 msec. above for each of the three Ss) leads
to appreciably better performance.

In summary then, a second attempt to demonstrate
a reciprocity between duration and repetition in a
recognition task failed. Increasing duration even by
small amounts always swamps the effects of further
repetition, such that one long flash always results
in greater clarity of the stimulus than two or more
shorter flashes summing to the same duration. Some
implications of this finding were explored with respect
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to information processing of visual stimulation, and
to auditory as compared to visual storage processes.
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